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Abstract

Cirrus clouds in the tropical tropopause play a key role in regulating the moisture en-
tering the stratosphere through their dehydrating effect. Low ice number concentra-
tions (< 200 L−1) and high supersaturations (150–160 %) have been observed in these
clouds. Different mechanisms have been proposed to explain these low ice number5

concentrations, including the inhibition of homogeneous freezing by the deposition of
water vapour onto pre-existing ice crystals, heterogeneous ice formation on glassy
organic aerosol ice nuclei (IN), and limiting the formation of ice number from high fre-
quency gravity waves. In this study, we examined the effect from three different repre-
sentations of updraft velocities, the effect from pre-existing ice crystals, the effect from10

different water vapour deposition coefficients (α = 0.1 or 1), and the effect of 0.1 % of
the total secondary organic aerosol (SOA) particles acting as IN. Model simulated ice
crystal numbers are compared against an aircraft observational dataset.

Including the effect from water vapour deposition on pre-existing ice particles can
effectively reduce simulated in-cloud ice number concentrations for all model set-ups.15

A larger water vapour deposition coefficient (α = 1) can also efficiently reduce ice num-
ber concentrations at temperatures below 205 K but less so at higher temperatures.
SOA acting as IN are most effective at reducing ice number concentrations when the
effective updraft velocities are moderate (∼ 0.05–0.2 ms−1). However, the effects of in-
cluding SOA as IN and using (α = 1) are diminished when the effect from pre-existing20

ice is included.
When a grid resolved large-scale updraft velocity (< 0.1 ms−1) is used, the ice nu-

cleation parameterization with homogeneous freezing only or with both homogeneous
freezing and heterogeneous nucleation is able to generate low ice number concentra-
tions in good agreement with observations for temperatures below 205 K as long as the25

pre-existing ice effect is included. For the moderate updraft velocity (∼ 0.05–0.2 ms−1)
simulated ice number concentrations in good agreement with observations at tempera-
tures below 205 K can be achieved if effects from pre-existing ice, a larger water vapour
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deposition coefficient (α = 1) and SOA IN are all included. Using the sub-grid scale tur-
bulent kinetic energy based updraft velocity (∼ 0–2 ms−1) always overestimates the ice
number concentrations at temperatures below 205 K but compares well with observa-
tions at temperatures above 205 K when the pre-existing ice effect is included.

1 Introduction5

Cirrus clouds cover about 30 % of the Earth’s area (Wang et al., 1996; Rossow and
Schiffer, 1999; Wylie and Menzel, 1999) and are important in maintaining the global
radiation balance (Ramanathan and Collins, 1991). They warm the atmosphere by
absorbing outgoing longwave radiation emitted by the Earth and atmosphere and re-
emitting it at much lower temperatures. This warming effect is partly compensated by10

their reflection of incoming solar radiation. Cirrus clouds also control the dehydration of
air before its entry into the stratosphere (Jensen et al., 1996, 2013). Their radiative im-
pacts, ability to affect water vapour cycles, and cirrus cloud evolution are sensitive to the
ice number concentration. Ice in cirrus clouds can form through either homogeneous
freezing of supercooled aqueous solutions (Koop et al., 2000) which typically gener-15

ates high ice number concentrations or heterogeneous nucleation of different modes
(deposition, contact, immersion, and condensation) triggered by insoluble aerosol par-
ticles (which are termed heterogeneous ice nuclei, IN) (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997).
Heterogeneous nucleation typically forms much lower ice number concentrations due
to the limited IN concentration in the atmosphere (Rogers et al., 1998).20

Low ice number concentrations (< 200 L−1) and high in-cloud ice supersaturations
(150–160 %) are frequently observed near the tropical tropopause layer (TTL) (e.g.
Krämer et al., 2009; Jensen et al., 2010, 2013). The observed high in-cloud ice super-
saturations are consistent with the long relaxation times needed to remove the excess
water vapour above ice saturation by deposition due to low ice number concentrations.25

These low ice numbers are not consistent with the conventional theory of ice nucleation
via homogenous freezing at the cold temperatures in the TTL (e.g. Krämer et al., 2009;
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Jensen et al., 2010) if a typical value of temperature fluctuation or updraft velocity is
used.

Various proposals have been put forward to explain the low ice number concentra-
tions in the TTL. These can largely be divided into 3 categories. The first category is in-
hibition of homogeneous freezing by heterogeneous IN (e.g. Abbatt et al., 2006; Murray5

et al., 2010) or pre-existing ice particles (e.g. Kuebbeler et al., 2014; Shi et al., 2015).
Abbatt et al. (2006) showed that solid ammonium sulphate aerosols can be effective
heterogeneous ice nuclei at cirrus temperatures and lead to fewer but larger ice crystals
compared to a homogeneous freezing scenario. Murray et al. (2010) showed that or-
ganic matter can become glassy under cirrus conditions and thereby become heteroge-10

neous IN. Thus the low ice number and high RHi could be explained by heterogeneous
nucleation of ice on glassy solution droplets. Kuebbeler et al. (2014) studied the effect
of vapour deposition onto pre-existing ice during nucleation, which can prevent high
supersaturations and thereby prevent either homogeneous or heterogeneous freezing
from occurring. They found that the effect of pre-existing ice together with heteroge-15

neous nucleation on mineral dust particles can significantly reduce global ice crystal
number and mass. Shi et al. (2015) also found that the inclusion of vapour deposition
onto pre-existing ice during nucleation significantly reduces ice number concentrations
in cirrus clouds, especially at middle to high latitudes in the upper troposphere (by
a factor of ∼ 10).20

The second category of proposals that might explain the observed low ice number
concentrations in the TTL is related to gravity wave cycles (e.g. Spichtinger and Krämer
2013; Dinh et al., 2015). In most ice nucleation parameterizations, it is often assumed
that the relevant time scale for ice nucleation (i.e., a few minutes) is sufficiently short
such that the vertical velocity and associated adiabatic cooling rate remain constant25

(e.g. Liu and Penner, 2005; Kärcher et al., 2006; Barahona and Nenes, 2008). For the
above proposals in the second category to form low ice numbers (< 200 L−1) the con-
stant cooling rate or updraft velocity has to be low enough (several cm s−1). However,
vertical velocity measurements from the Interhemispheric Differences in Cirrus Prop-
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erties From Anthropogenic Emissions (INCA) campaign indicate that updraft velocities
higher than 0.2 ms−1 are often observed (Kärcher and Ström, 2003). Spichtinger and
Krämer (2013) studied the effect of the superposition of a slow large-scale updraft with
a high-frequency, short wavelength gravity wave. Under these circumstances, the ob-
served TTL low cirrus ice numbers could be explained by “classical” homogeneous ice5

nucleation. They show model simulations of homogenous freezing starting at the tip of
the high frequency wave just before it is about to turn from an upward movement to
a downward movement. Consequently the amount of time available for homogenous
freezing event is substantially limited due to the downdraft, and hence the newly formed
ice number from homogeneous freezing is also reduced. They suggest that large-scale10

models would reproduce their results just by using the large-scale updraft velocity in ice
nucleation parameterizations. Dinh et al. (2015) studied homogeneous ice nucleation
using a parcel model with observed temperature time series from balloon flights near
the tropical tropopause. They showed that low ice number concentrations can also be
obtained if the gravity wave perturbations produce a non-persistent cooling rate such15

that the absolute change in temperature remains small during ice nucleation events.
The third category of proposals that might explain the observed low ice number con-

centrations in the TTL is related to the sedimentation of ice particles (e.g. Barahona
and Nenes, 2011; Murphy, 2014). Barahona and Nenes (2011) showed that the dynam-
ical balance between new ice particle production and sedimentation can set the cirrus20

clouds into one of two “preferred” microphysical regimes based on the magnitude of
the temperature fluctuations. For small temperature fluctuations, the balance between
the formation of ice crystals from homogeneous freezing and sedimentation was able
to explain low ice number concentrations, although this finding could not be confirmed
in the study by Jensen et al. (2012). Murphy (2014) showed that random temperature25

fluctuations can generate an extremely wide range of ice number densities. Since the
low number density ice crystals are also associated with larger sizes, they sediment
quickly and sweep out a much larger volume than that of the high number density
ice crystals that stay aloft. Thus the rare temperature trajectories that result in the low-
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est number densities are disproportionately important. They suggest the low mean and
median observed ice number concentrations are caused by aircraft observations which
usually measure low ice number density in this much larger volume.

In this study, we will examine the first two categories of proposals in a GCM to see
if we are able to generate low ice number concentrations consistent with observations.5

We will not evaluate the third category related to ice sedimentation. Sedimentation of
ice is included in the GCM (CAM5) that we use in this study. However, the vertical grid
spacing (with 30 vertical layers) is not fine enough to capture the observed narrow lay-
ers of high ice crystal number concentrations with low ice crystal number concentration
layers surrounding them (Jensen et al., 2013). For the first category of proposals, we10

will examine the effect of pre-existing ice and secondary organic aerosols (SOA) acting
as IN. For the second category of proposals, we will examine three different represen-
tations of sub-grid updraft velocities in the ice nucleation parameterizations. For the first
representation, we follow the suggestion by Spichtinger and Krämer (2013) and simply
use the large-scale updraft velocity predicted by the GCM in the ice nucleation parame-15

terization, excluding any effect from fast gravity waves. For the second representation,
we use the sub-grid scale updraft velocity based on the fitted meso-scale temperature
fluctuations from long-term aircraft temperature observations (Gary, 2006, 2008). This
sub-grid scale updraft velocity was first introduced in a GCM by Wang and Penner
(2010) and further studied by Wang et al. (2014). Wang et al. (2014) showed that us-20

ing this updraft velocity produces a better hemispheric contrast in ice supersaturation
compared to observations. The third representation is the sub-grid scale updraft veloc-
ity based on the modelled sub-grid scale turbulent kinetic energy (Neale et al., 2012;
Gettelman et al., 2010). As shown in Fig. 1, this updraft velocity has the largest range.
We will also examine the effect of using different mass accommodation coefficients25

(α) for water vapour deposition on ice crystals. This coefficient is not well known, with
studies supporting values from 0.006 to unity (Magee et al., 2006; Skrotzki et al., 2013)
and it has a significant impact on the predicted ice numbers (Zhang et al., 2013; Mur-
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phy, 2014). The model and experiments are described in Sect. 2. Model results are
presented in Sect. 3. Section 4 presents a summary and a short discussion.

2 Model and experiments

2.1 Description of the coupled CAM5/IMPACT model

We used the coupled CAM5/IMPACT model in this study. The CAM5/IMPACT model5

embeds the University of Michigan IMPACT chemistry and aerosol transport model as
a module inside the Community Atmosphere Model version 5.3 (CAM5) (Zhou and
Penner, 2014). CAM5 is the atmospheric component of the Community Earth System
Model version 1.2 (CESM1.2). Readers are referred to Neale et al. (2012) and Liu
et al. (2012a) for more model details. Here we briefly summarize the ice nucleation10

process. The default ice nucleation for cirrus clouds (below −35 ◦C) in CAM5 follows
the parameterization developed by Liu and Penner (2005) (hereafter LP) and was im-
plemented in CAM3 by Liu et al. (2007) and later in CAM5 by Gettelman et al. (2010).
The LP parameterization treats the competition between homogenous freezing on sul-
phate haze droplets and heterogeneous nucleation on dust as well as other IN. We also15

tested the ice nucleation parameterization by Barahona and Nenes (2009) (hereafter
BN). In this study, we used both parameterizations. The BN parameterization has the
flexibility to use different water accommodation coefficients and different ice nucleation
parameterizations for heterogeneous nucleation including those in Meyers et al. (1992)
and Phillips et al. (2007, 2008) as well as the classical-nucleation-theory (CNT) (see20

Table 1 in Barahona and Nenes, 2009). The LP parameterization used the CNT based
IN mechanism only and a fixed water accommodation coefficient equal to 0.1. To fa-
cilitate the comparison between the two parameterizations, we chose to use the CNT
based IN mechanism in BN. In both ice nucleation parameterizations, up to 100 % of
the potential IN are allowed to freeze when criteria for temperatures and supersatura-25

tions are met. The results from the LP parameterization are very similar to the results
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from the BN parameterization when the water vapour accommodation coefficient is set
to 0.1. So we only present the results from the BN parameterization here.

The IMPACT module runs in parallel with the default CAM5 aerosol module (MAM3)
in CAM5 (Zhou and Penner, 2014). Aerosols simulated by the IMPACT module do not
interact with any physical processe in CAM5 except in cirrus clouds (below −35 ◦C).5

In the ice nucleation parameterization sulphate particles and heterogeneous IN pre-
dicted by IMPACT replace those predicted by MAM3. The performance of the offline
IMPACT model driven by CAM5 meteorological fields was previously evaluated by Zhou
et al. (2012a, b) and was in good agreement with observations. The overall character-
istics of the performance of the coupled IMPACT module within CAM5 are similar to10

this offline version. We present simulations using two versions of IMPACT, the basic
version without secondary organic aerosols (SOA) and the version that includes SOA.
The basic version simulates a total of 17 externally mixed aerosol types and/or size
bins: 3 sizes representing the number and mass of pure sulphate aerosols (i.e. nucle-
ation, Aitken and accumulation modes), 3 types of fossil/bio-fuel soot that depend on15

its hygroscopicity or the amount of sulphate on the soot particles, 2 aircraft soot modes
(pre-activated in contrails or not), 1 biomass soot mode, 4 dust sizes, and 4 sea salt
sizes. All these aerosols may mix with sulphate through condensation and coagula-
tion processes or through sulphate formation in cloud drops. Thus, for all non-sulphate
aerosols we also track the amount of sulphate mass coated on them. The SOA ver-20

sion includes the volatile organic compound (VOC) oxidation scheme implemented in
Lin et al. (2012, 2014). It has approximately 129 separate gas-phase compounds (de-
pending on which chemical oxidation scheme is used). It uses a chemical mechanism
that includes both gas phase and aqueous or liquid phase production of SOA. Specif-
ically, Glyoxal and methylglyoxal are dissolved into cloud and aqueous sulfate to form25

SOA, and some SOA is formed through the reactive uptake of epoxides on aqueous
sulfate. Twenty different semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs), mainly consisting
of organic nitrates and peroxides that are formed from gas phase VOC oxidations, are
partitioned into the aerosol phase. In addition, when present within the aerosol phase,
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the SVOCs form oligomers using a simplified scheme (Lin et al., 2012). In total, in ad-
dition to the 17 aerosol species in the basic version of IMPACT described above, the
Lin et al. (2014) version separately follows a total of 35 additional low-volatility SOA
species.

2.2 Experiment description5

In the ice nucleation parameterization, we specify a single updraft velocity at each
grid point. We used three different representations of the updraft: the grid resolved
updraft velocity (WGRID), the updraft velocity derived from observed meso-scale tem-
perature fluctuations as summarized by Gary (2006, 2008) (WGARY), and the updraft
velocity based on the modelled sub-grid scale turbulent kinetic energy (WTKE). For10

each updraft representation, we used 4 different model set-ups, depending on whether
heterogeneous nucleation (COMP), vapour deposition on pre-existing ice during ice
nucleation (PRE), or SOA IN (SOA01) are included in the ice nucleation parameteriza-
tion (COMP, COMP+SOA01, COMP+PRE and COMP+PRE+SOA01). In addition, for
WGRID we added 2 other set-ups: a case with only homogeneous nucleation allowed15

(HOM) and a model set-up with vapour deposition on pre-existing ice during ice nucle-
ation (HOM+PRE). Table 1 gives the definition of the set-ups for each updraft velocity
category. Since we also vary the water vapour accommodation coefficient (α = 0.1 or
α = 1), each set-up also includes a pair of simulations, one with α = 0.1 and one with
α = 1. All cases use a horizontal resolution of 2.5◦×1.9◦ and 30 vertical layers and are20

run for 6 years using year 2000 emissions. We chose to run the SOA capable version
of the CAM/IMPACT model for only 2 years and to read-in the stored monthly averaged
SOA fields from the second year for all cases, since the SOA capable version of the
CAM/IMPACT model takes roughly 1.5 times more computer time than the basic ver-
sion. The use of monthly averaged SOA fields does not significantly change the nature25

of the results. The output from the last 5 years of each simulation case is used in the
analysis.
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3 Results

3.1 Updraft velocities and SOA IN numbers

The updraft velocity plays a crucial role in ice nucleation. It determines how fast the
RHi can grow and thus determines whether the RHi reaches the threshold for ice nu-
cleation to occur after vapour deposition on newly formed ice begins. Figure 1a shows5

the probability density functions (PDFs) determined by sampling the updraft used dur-
ing nucleation over tropical grids. Model results are sampled every 3 h from all grid
points between 30◦ S to 30◦ N and below 87 hPa. The PDFs for the three different up-
draft velocities used here are shown for two different temperature ranges (185–205 K
and 205–225 K). Results are from the COMP case in each updraft velocity category10

with α = 0.1. The grid resolved large scale updraft velocity (WGRID) shows both neg-
ative and positive values varying between about −0.05 to 0.15 ms−1. The magnitude
of WGRID decreases as the temperature decreases (from 205–225 K to 185–205 K)
or when the altitude increases. WGARY is the updraft velocity derived from the ob-
served meso-scale temperature fluctuations, δT , and is a function of altitude, topogra-15

phy, season, and latitude (Gary, 2006, 2008). The observed temperature fluctuations
were converted to sub-grid scale vertical velocities using

WGARY (ms−1) = 0.23δT (K)

following Kärcher and Burkhardt (2008) (aslo see Wang and Penner, 2010 and Wang
et al., 2014). WGARY varies from 0.05 to 0.15 ms−1 and shows increased magnitudes20

as the temperature decreases with altitude. This increase is proportional to p−0.4 (p
is the pressure, see Eq. 3 in Gary, 2008) and is similar to the increase caused by the
increase in the wave amplitudes required to conserve wave energy when the air density
decreases with altitude. WTKE is the updraft velocity calculated from the modelled sub-
grid turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) following Morrison and Pinto (2005):25

WTKE =

√
2
3

TKE
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WTKE has the largest range of the three representations. It has a spike near zero
which occurs when strong turbulence/convection is absent in a grid. The remaining
portion of the PDF has a wide range from 0 to 2 ms−1. Large updraft velocities, such
as those at the higher end of this range produced from convection in the tropics, are
accompanied by homogeneous freezing as we show later. Previously, an artificial upper5

limit of 0.2 ms−1 was used for WTKE in ice nucleation studies using the CAM5 model
(Gettelman et al., 2010, 2012; Liu et al., 2012b; Zhang et al., 2013) to better reproduce
observed in-cloud ice number concentrations. This upper limit was removed by Shi
et al. (2015) after adding vapour deposition on pre-existing ice during ice nucleation.
Here we also use the predicted updraft based on the TKE without any upper limit. We10

note that Shi et al. (2015) also limited the fraction of each grid cell that was allowed to
undergo homogenous freezing. Here, we do not add this constraint.

During in-cloud ice nucleation, the updraft velocity (W ) acts to increase the relative
humidity by cooling the air parcel through adiabatic expansion while pre-existing ice
particles act to decrease the relative humidity by consuming any water vapour above15

ice saturation. So mathematically, one can combine the effects of pre-existing ice parti-
cles and those from the cooling caused by the updraft velocity. This is equivalent to the
use of a reduced updraft velocity while ignoring vapour deposition on pre-existing ice
particles. This reduced updraft velocity is termed the effective updraft velocity (Kärcher
et al., 2006; Shi et al., 2015). Figure 1b shows the PDFs of the three different updraft20

velocities and their effective updraft velocities in the temperature range 185–205 K sam-
pled from grid points that only experience homogenous freezing. The effective updraft
velocities shift to the left towards the smaller sizes. The effective WGRID PDF now
only shows positive values since homogeneous freezing only occurs in grid boxes with
updrafts that are positive and are cooling. Although the effective WTKE is significantly25

reduced, it still has a large fraction with values larger than 0.2 ms−1.
In addition to the important role that the updraft velocity plays in ice nucleation,

the concentrations of heterogeneous IN also play an important role by determining
the competition between heterogeneous nucleation and homogeneous freezing. How-
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ever, our understanding of which aerosol particles may serve as heterogeneous IN
is still limited (Hoose and Möhler, 2012). Cziczo et al. (2013) showed that mineral
dust dominates most measurements of the residual particles in ice crystals. Pratt
et al. (2009) showed that ice-crystal residues from an aircraft measurement at high
altitude over Wyoming are comprised mostly of biological particles (∼ 33 %) and min-5

eral dust (∼ 50 %) with some minor contribution from soot (∼ 4 %), salt (∼ 4 %) and
organic carbon/nitrate (∼ 9 %). Lab studies show that activated fractions of Asian and
Saharan desert dust can range from ∼ 5–10 % at −20 ◦C to 20–40 % at temperatures
colder than −40 ◦C (Field et al., 2006). In this study we assumed that 10 % of the total
dust number can act as heterogeneous IN which is similar to the fractions suggested10

by Zhang et al. (2013) and Wang et al. (2014). For primary carbonaceous aerosols,
we assume 0.1 % of hydrophilic fossil fuel soot, 0.05 % of hydrophobic fossil fuel soot
(Koehler et al., 2009) and 0.1 % of total biomass burning soot (Möhler et al., 2005) are
able to act as heterogeneous IN. For SOA, we lumped together all 35 SOA compounds
together and assumed that 0.1 % of the total SOA could act as IN, similar to the fraction15

of biomass burning soot.
Figure 2 shows the annual zonal mean sulphate aerosol number concentration above

500 hPa in the Aitken and accumulation modes which are the number of particles able
to freeze homogeneously. The number concentrations for different heterogeneous IN
are also shown. The simulated sulphate number in the Aitken and accumulation modes20

(Fig. 2a) is of the order of 100 cm−3 in the tropical upper troposphere. The total IN
without SOA (Fig. 2b) ranges from 0.5 to 30 L−1 in the upper troposphere. They are
dominated by dust IN (Fig. 2d) with a minor contribution from biomass burning soot
(Fig. 2e) below the tropopause. The contribution from fossil/bio fuel soot is even smaller
and is largely negligible above 150 hPa. The number concentration of 0.1 % of SOA,25

which we treat here as IN, ranges 1 to 30 L−1 in the upper troposphere (Fig. 2c) and
is about 2–5 times larger than the total background IN number without SOA above
200 hPa, except in the dust source and outflow regions near north Africa (not shown).
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3.2 Results from WGRID cases

In this section, we examine the effect from water vapour deposition on pre-existing ice
particles on ice crystal number concentrations when the grid resolved updraft velocity
(WGRID) is used in the ice nucleation parameterization. We also examine the effect
of including SOA as IN and of varying the water vapour accommodation coefficient.5

The use of the large-scale updraft velocity during ice nucleation is based on the parcel
model study by Spichtinger and Krämer (2013). They showed that the superposition of
large-scale updrafts and fast gravity waves would limit the ice nucleation time duration
and thus the ice number. They showed that about 80 % of the observed ice spectrum
could be explained by homogenous freezing while the remaining 20 % stem from het-10

erogeneous and homogeneous freezing occurring within the same environment, and
suggested that their parcel model results could be reproduced using only the large-
scale updraft velocity. Here we test this theory using the GCM.

Figure 3 shows the simulated in-cloud ice number concentrations as a function of
temperature from the WGRID cases. The top panel shows the results from the homoge-15

neous freezing only cases and bottom panel shows the results from the homogeneous
freezing/heterogeneous nucleation competition cases. The left and right panels show
the results using two different water vapour accommodation coefficients (α = 0.1 and
1). The background blue shade shows the 25–75 % percentiles of observed in-cloud
ice number concentrations compiled by Krämer et al. (2009). The solid curves show the20

50 % percentiles of simulated ice number conentrations for each 1 K bin and the error
bars show the 25–75 % percentiles. The model results were sampled every 3 h from
30◦ S to 75◦ N over tropical, mid-latitude and Arctic regions which include the obser-
vation locations reported in Krämer et al. (2009). Figure 3a shows that the HOM case
overestimates the ice number contrentrations by more than one order of magnitude in25

cirrus clouds at temperatures less than 205 K but agrees better with observations in
the temperature range from 205 to 220 K. When the effect of vapour deposition onto
pre-existing ice is included, the effective WGRID (0–5 cms−1) is smaller than the origi-
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nal WGRID (0–15 cms−1) for the grids with homogeneous freezing only (see Fig. 1b).
Since a smaller updraft veclocity translates into a slower increase of RHi with time,
fewer newly formed ice particles from homogeneous freezing are needed to reverse
the growth of RHi and thus stall the further formation of particles from homogeneous
freezing. In fact, if the number of pre-exisiting ice particles is large enough, homoge-5

neous freezing may not even occur. As a result, the ice number concentration in the
HOM+PRE case (blue curve) is substantially smaller than that from the HOM case, es-
pecially at lower temperatures (more than one order of magnitude). This case matches
the observations of ice number concentration pretty well at temperatures less than
205 K, but underestimates concentrations at temperatures higher than 205 K. Figure 3b10

shows the results using a larger water vapour accommodation coefficient (α = 1). Since
ice particles grow faster with the larger water vapour accommodation coefficient, the
RHi grows more slowly. So fewer ice particles are formed. For the HOM case, the ice
number concentrations are much smaller at lower temperatures (compare black curves
in Fig. 3a and b). Case HOM+PRE (blue curves) also shows fewer ice particles but the15

difference between the case with α = 0.1 and 1.0 is relatively smaller.
Figure 3c shows the results from the cases that include the competition between

homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation. Compared to the HOM case in Fig. 3a,
the COMP case in Fig. 3c shows smaller ice number concentrations, which is expected
since the competition from heterogeneous nucleation, which can occur at lower RHi,20

reduces the occurrence frequencies of homogeneous freezing. The much larger con-
centrations of homogeneous freezing haze particles (see Fig. 2a) typically allow more
ice to form than heterogeneous nucleation. When 0.1 % of SOA number is added as
IN (case COMP+SOA01), there is a further reduction in the ice number concentration,
especially at lower temperatures. But at higher temperatures (T > 205 K) the change is25

relatively smaller. This is because at higher temperatures (T > 205 K) ice grows faster
than at lower temperatures thus the effect of any additional IN (SOA IN here) is dimin-
ished. When vapour deposition onto pre-existing ice is included (case COMP+PRE),
the effect on ice number is much larger than the case for the addition of SOA IN. The
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predicted ice number concentrations in this case are of the order of 10 L−1, which is
comparable to the SOA IN number (about 10 L−1 as shown in Fig. 2c). The SOA IN
require an RHi of about 120 % to nucleate and start to consume the water vapour,
while the pre-existing ice particles, if present, can start to consume the excess wa-
ter vapour as long as the RHi is above 100 %. So the pre-existing ice particles are5

more effective at reducing the RHi and suppressing ice nucleation by homogeneous
and/or heterogeneous nucleation. In case COMP+PRE, since the effective WGRID is
small, homogeneous freezing is almost completely suppressed. Further adding SOA
IN to case COMP+PRE+SOA01 only decreases the ice number at the coldest tem-
peratures (< 195 K). When a larger water vapor accommodation coefficient (α = 1) is10

used (Fig. 3d), SOA IN are more effective at reducing the ice number at the coldest
temperatures (see the pink curve at T < 195 K in Fig. 3d) but become less important
when vapour deposition onto pre-existing ice is included.

All in all, for cases using the large-scale grid resolved updraft velocity, as long as
vapour deposition onto pre-exising ice is included, both the homogeneous freezing only15

case (HOM) and the competition cases (COMP) can produce in-cloud ice numbers
in good agreement with the observations in the TTL cirrus clouds at temperatures
less than 205 K. If vapour deposition onto pre-existing ice during ice nucleation is not
considered, then a larger water vapour accommodation coefficient (α = 1) together with
SOA as IN can also lead to a good agreement with observations.20

3.3 Results from WGARY cases

Figure 4 shows the results from the cases that include homogeneous/heterogeneous
competition using WGARY as the sub-grid scale updraft velocity in the ice nucleation
parameterization. Results from the COMP case compare well with the observations in
warm cirrus clouds in the temperature range from 205 to 220 K for both water vapour25

accommodation coefficients. However, these cases overestimate number concentra-
tions at temperatures less than 205 K. Similar to the results in Fig. 3, including vapour
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deposition onto pre-existing ice can effectively reduce the in-cloud ice number concen-
trations. This leads to underestimated ice number concentrations in warmer cirrus. But
unlike the results from the WGRID cases in Fig. 3, for this intermediate range updraft
velocity (WGARY from 0.05–0.15 ms−1 in Fig. 1), the inclusion of vapour deposition
onto pre-existing ice alone is not able to explain the observed low ice number concen-5

trations in cold cirrus clouds (T < 205 K). Adding SOA IN (red curves in Fig. 4) further
reduces the in-cloud ice number concentrations at the lowest temperatures especially
if α = 1. Adding SOA without including pre-existing ice (pink curves in Fig. 4) is not
very effective at the lowest temperatures unless α = 1. The best prediction of ice num-
ber concentrations in cold cirrus clouds (T < 205 K) is from case COMP+PRE+SOA0110

(red curve in Fig. 4b) when the effects from the pre-existing ice particles, a larger wa-
ter vapor accommodation coefficient (α = 1) and SOA IN are all included. At higher
temperatures (T > 210 K) there is a slight increase of ice number concentration when
adding SOA in the pre-existing ice case, which suggests heterogeneous nucleation
already dominates in this temperature regime, so that the addition of SOA IN acts to15

increase ice numbers.

3.4 Results from WTKE cases

Figure 5 shows the results from cases with both heterogeneous and homogenous nu-
cleation (COMP) when the updraft velocity (WTKE) is based on the sub-grid scale
turbulent kinetic energy. As WTKE is on average much higher than the other two ve-20

locity cases, the COMP cases without vapour deposition onto pre-existing ice overes-
timate the ice numbers substantially for both water vapor accommodation coefficients.
Adding SOA IN has almost no effect on the simulated ice number concentrations ex-
cept at higher temperatures around 220 K (pink curve in Fig. 5a). The critical IN number
needed to suppress homogeneous freezing increases with decreased temperature and25

increased updraft velocities. This suggests that when WTKE is used, the addition of
0.1 % of the total SOA as IN is not large enough to reach this critical IN number (except
at some of the temperatures higher than 215 K) (see pink curve in Fig. 5a). If 1 % of the
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total SOA is allowed to act as IN, then there are significant decreases in the ice number
concentrations at temperatures above 205 K (see pink curves in Fig. S1 in the Supple-
ment). But the effect is still small at the lowest temperatures. When vapor deposition
onto pre-exisiting ice is included, the WTKE is reduced but is still quite large compared
to WGARY (see Fig. 1b). The simulated ice numbers from the COMP+PRE case are5

reduced by almost one order of magnitude and compare well with observations in cir-
rus clouds at temperatures warmer than 205 K for both water vapour accommodation
coefficients. Since the effective WTKE is smaller than the original WTKE, SOA IN are
able to reduce some of the occurrences of homogenous freezing at temperatures as
low as 205 K (see red curve in Fig. 5a). But overall the effect from the added SOA IN is10

small and not effective in reducing the ice number concentration for these larger updraft
velocities. Similar reusults have been reported in a geoengingeering study by Penner
et al. (2015) when WTKE is used and 0.1 % or 0.5 % of total SOA is added as IN (see
their Fig. 2).

4 Conclusion and discussion15

In this study, we examined the effect from three different updraft velocities and two dif-
ferent water vapor accommodation coefficients (α = 0.1 or 1) used in ice nucleation pa-
rameterizations. We also examined the effect of including vapour deposition onto pre-
existing ice particles during ice nucleation and the effect of including SOA as hetero-
geneous IN. The different simulations were compared to observed in-cloud ice number20

concentrations in cirrus clouds. The simulated in-cloud ice number is shown to strongly
depend on the magnitude of the updraft velocity since this determines the occurrence
frequency of homogenous freezing. Inclusion of vapour deposition onto pre-existing ice
during nucleation or increasing the water vapor accommodation coefficient (from 0.1 to
1) can both effectively reduce the simulated ice numbers. The effect from SOA acting25

as IN is more complex since it depends on the background ice nucleation mechanism
and whether or not the effect of pre-existing ice is included. Overall, SOA IN are most
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effective at suppressing homogenous freezing and thus reducing ice numbers when
updraft velocities are intermediate in magnitude (e.g. WGARY from 0.05–0.15 ms−1).
Including the effect of pre-existing ice reduces the effect of SOA IN. For small updraft
velocities (e.g. WGRID), SOA IN are effective at reducing ice numbers only at lower
temperatures. For large updraft velocities (e.g. WTKE), SOA IN only show a small ef-5

fect at higher temperatures.
Here is a summary of the set-ups for different updraft velocities needed to produce

ice number concentrations in-line with observations at temperatures less than 205 K:

1. For the small grid resolved updraft velocities (i.e., case WGRID where W is typi-
cally < 0.1 ms−1), using either homogenous freezing only or including the compe-10

tition between homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation in the ice nucleation
parameterization is able to produce the observed lower ice numbers when vapour
deposition onto pre-existing ice particles is considered. When vapour deposition
onto pre-existing ice particles is not considered, then a larger water vapour ac-
commodation coefficient (α = 1) and SOA IN are both needed to produce the15

observed lower ice numbers.

2. For intermediate velocities (e.g., WGARY with W varying from 0.05–0.15 ms−1),
the effects from vapour deposition onto pre-existing ice particles, a larger water
vapour accommodation coefficient (α = 1), and SOA IN are all needed to produce
the observed lower ice numbers.20

3. For the larger updraft velocities (such as those found in WTKE which vary up to
2 ms−1), all set-ups overestimate the in-cloud ice numbers.

Thus, from our study, one can only use WGRID and WGARY to reproduce in-cloud
ice numbers in-line with observations at temperatures less than 205 K. But these simu-
lations underestimate the ice number at temperatures higher than 205 K. On the other25

hand, even though no set-up for WTKE is able to reproduce in-cloud ice numbers in-
line with observations at temperatures less than 205 K, the results agree best with
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observations at temperatures higher than 205 K. No simple tuning of the ice nucleation
parameters or set-up can form ice number concentrations that fit both temperature
ranges. The obvious issue is that ice numbers from the model and the observations
have nearly opposite temperature dependence slopes (i.e., decreased ice number with
increased temperature seen from models vs. increased ice number with increased tem-5

perature seen from observations), a point noted previously using parcel model studies
(Murphy, 2014). The slope seen from the model results is a fundamental consequence
of slower growth rate of ice particles and less water vapour available at lower temper-
atures. The only way to reverse the slope would be if some parameters, such as IN
concentrations or sub-grid updraft velocity, were themselves functions of temperature.10

It is possible that CAM5 may overestimate the TKE in the upper troposphere at temper-
atures less than 205 K, but an analysis of this is beyond the scope of this paper. When
we use WGRID at temperatures lower than 205 K and WTKE at temperatures higher
than 205 K, we are able to reverse the slope and the simulated ice number concentra-
tions fit the observations well in both temperature ranges (see Fig. 6). But this choice15

of updraft velocity lacks any theory or observational support. It might be that we could
only apply the proposal by Spichtinger and Krämer (2013) of using the large-scale up-
draft in the ice nucleation parameterization at temperatures lower than 205 K but not at
temperatures higher than 205 K. The dynamic conditions near the top of troposphere
may favour a combination of a slow persistent large-scale updraft velocity and short20

gravity waves which satisfy the special situation described by Spichtinger and Krämer
(2013) in which the ice number formed from the short gravity waves is limited; while
at lower altitudes, short gravity waves effect may not be limited due to higher large-
scale updraft velocities. Another possibility might be that SOA number concentrations
only become glassy and act as IN at temperatures less than 205 K. However, while25

this model setup allows us to improve crystal concentrations below 205 K, it does not
produce a reversed slope.
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The Supplement related to this article is available online at
doi:10.5194/acpd-15-35907-2015-supplement.
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Table 1. Description of the experiments.

Case name Case description

HOM∗ Only homogeneous freezing in the ice nucleation pa-
rameterization.

HOM+PRE∗ Only homogeneous freezing in the ice nucleation pa-
rameterization; pre-existing ice effect in the ice nucle-
ation parameterization.

COMP Competition between homogeneous freezing and het-
erogeneous nucleation.

COMP+SOA01 Competition between homogeneous freezing and het-
erogeneous nucleation; 0.1 % of SOA acting as hetero-
geneous IN.

COMP+PRE Competition between homogeneous freezing and het-
erogeneous nucleation; pre-existing ice effect in the ice
nucleation parameterization.

COMP+PRE+SOA01 Competition between homogeneous freezing and het-
erogeneous nucleation; pre-existing ice effect in the ice
nucleation parameterization; 0.1 % of SOA acting as
heterogeneous IN.

∗ Case HOM and HOM+PRE are for WGRID only.
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Figure 1. (a) Probability density functions (PDFs) of updraft velocity for three different repre-
sentations (black: large-scale W , blue: meso-scale W from Gary, 2006, 2008, red: TKE based
subgrid W ) from all grid points in two temperature ranges. (b) Probability density functions of
updraft velocity for the three different updraft velocity representations from grid points with ho-
mogenous freezing only in the temperature range 185–205 K. Solid curves are the original W
and dotted curves are the effective W after accounting for vapour deposition onto pre-existing
ice. Model results are sampled every 3 h below 87 hPa.
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(a) Aitken+Accu. SO4 number           (b) Total IN number w/o SOA IN        (c) SOA IN number (0.1%)

(d) Dust IN number (10%)                 (e) Biomass burning soot IN(0.1%)   (f) Fossil fuel soot IN (0.1%/0.05%)

cm-3 L-1 L-1

L-1 L-1 L-1

Figure 2. (a) Aitken and accumulation mode sulfate number (cm−3). (b) Total background het-
erogeneous IN number (L−1) without SOA IN: i.e. the sum of panels (d–f). (c) SOA IN number
(L−1): 0.1 % of the total SOA number. (d) Dust IN number (L−1): 10 % of the total dust number.
(e) Biomass burning soot IN number (L−1): 0.1 % of total biomass buring soot number. (f) Fossil
fuel soot IN number (L−1): 0.1 % of hydrophilic fossil fuel soot and 0.05 % of hydrophobic fossil
fuel soot.
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Figure 3. In-cloud ice crystal number concentration (#L−1) vs. temperature from cases using
the grid resolved updraft velocity (WGRID) in the ice nucleation parameterization. Solid lines
show the 50 % percentile values for each 1 K bin. Error bars show the 25–75 % percentiles.
Background shaded regions show the 25–75 % percentiles from observations compiled by
Krämer et al. (2009). Upper panel shows the results from the homogeneous freezing only
cases and bottom panel shows the results from the competition cases. Left panel shows the
results from cases with water vapor accommodation coefficient α = 0.1. Right panel shows the
results from cases with water vapor accommodation coefficient α = 1. Model results are sam-
pled every 3 h from 30◦ S to 75◦ N over tropical, mid-latitude and Arctic regions which includes
the observation locations reported in Krämer et al. (2009).
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Figure 4. Same as Fig. 3c and d except the updraft velocity (WGARY) derived from the ob-
served meso-scale temperature fluctuations from Gary (2006, 2008) was used in the ice nucle-
ation parameterization.
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Figure 5. Same as Fig. 3c and d except the sub-grid scale tubulent kinetic energy based updraft
velocity (WTKE) was used in the ice nucleation parameterization.
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Figure 6. In-cloud ice crystal number concentration (#L−1) vs. temperature from two
COMP+PRE cases using WGRID for temperature less than or equal to 205 K and WTKE for
temperature higher than 205 K in the ice nucleation parameterization. Blue curve is from the
case with water vapor accommodation coefficient α = 0.1 and the red curve is from the case
with water vapor accommodation coefficient α = 1.
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